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 A popular exhibit at New York’s American Museum of Natural History in the 1930’s was a vertically mounted cross section of a large redwood.  The annual rings were clearly visible and small-labeled arrows pointed to the rings that were laid down when Caesar invaded Gaul, when Christ was born, and other significant events in world history.  As children we were mightily impressed that any tree could live that long.  Years later at the Yale Forestry School, I learned how important it is to count and analyze tree rings so that scientists can gain a reasonably clear picture of forest dynamics.  This month’s letter will consider new developments in determining tree age and growth patterns even in large canopy emergent wet tropical forest species. 

 

 The commonest way to ascertain tree age is with a Swedish increment borer, which consists of a 30 cm (12 in.) hollow stainless steel shaft about 8 mm (3/8 in.) in diameter.  It has a screw tip at the open end and a right-angled bar at the other end to twist the borer into the trunk.  The borer is aimed at the center of the stem and drilled just past the estimated center of the tree trunk.  With adequate experience, estimating the center can be surprisingly accurate.  When fully inserted, the operator reverses the turns on the bar handle, withdraws the borer and taps out the 5 mm diameter core from the borer’s hollow shaft.  The narrow core is fragile, but with practice and a hand lens, the growth rings are easy to count from the outermost ring to the center to learn the tree’s age.  The borer’s small entrance hole rapidly heals with callus tissue and normally the tree is no worse for wear.  In some hardwood species, sap flow may stain the interior stem just above and below the hole and reduce the value slightly of dimension stock milled from its lumber. 

 

 Ring counting is not 100% accurate because under certain conditions a temperate forest tree can produce two rings in one year.  The rings are formed by variation in tree growth.  In fall and winter, temperate zone trees slow their growth dramatically and the new wood cells laid down from the cambium layer are dense and thus dark-colored, thereby being the easiest to see and count.  In the spring, however, such trees have a rapid growth spurt causing the cells to be large and more numerous, thus enhancing the visibility of the dark rings. 

 

 For a long time scientists thought that trees in wet tropical forests grew steadily all year and did not lay down annual rings.  Recent research has shown that this is not the case.
∗
  How long very large tropical canopy trees lived used to be only a matter of conjecture until carbon dating indicated that large trees in Amazonia could be as old as a thousand years.  Counting growth rings is a considerably more accurate way to assess age  
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than by 
14
C dating alone.  Heretofore, scientists had found rings only in those tropical trees that grew where there was a marked wet and dry season, or where flooding occurred regularly each year, conditions which would cause annual ring growth. 

 

 The samples analyzed in the Fichtler et al. study were taken from eight species of dead trees on the ground at Finca la Selva in Costa Rica.  This 1550 ha (6 mi.
2
 or 3840 ac.) tract is owned by the Organization for Tropical Studies, an academic consortium in which I participated through the Smithsonian early in my career (1968.)  The forest is on the Costa Rican Caribbean plain and has about 340 tree species—roughly the same as Barro Colorado in Panama.  It is characterized as a wet forest with mean annual rainfall of 4230 mm (14 ft.), but there are dry periods that often last for a couple of weeks between early February and late April when the soil may dry out enough to slow growth significantly—an important factor in triggering growth rings.  Whatever the underlying mechanisms might be, growth rings definitely were present in the wood of the eight species examined. 

 

 Not only were these rings countable optically when the wood surface was carefully polished, but Fichtler and her colleagues confirmed the ages of their trees by 
14
C dating.  This was done by starting at the outermost ring, which in some cases had to be extrapolated because the samples were taken from dead trees that generally decompose from the bark layer towards the center.  However, when nuclear explosions first occurred in 1945, radioactive carbon (

14
C) was emitted into our atmosphere.  Subsequent nuclear explosions kept emitting more of this radioactive element and, as it circled the globe, it was eventually incorporated into the cells of living plants.  The so-called bomb peak (highest 

14
C concentrations) occurred in 1964.  By carefully isolating individual growth rings, scientists can often identify the 1964 ring by its high 

14
C content.  Rings on either side of the 1964 ring can then be dated as a supplementary method of determining tree age.  Such radioactive dating clearly can only be used on trees that were actively growing in the forest canopy in the 1950’s. 

 

 The oldest tree in Fichtler’s study (530 years old) had a diameter above the buttress roots (where the trunk first becomes round rather than fluted) of 123 cm (4 ft.).  The other large dead trees tested were in the 200- to 300-age class and thus matched the ages for undisturbed temperate forest deciduous species such as oak and beech.  Potentially, such large tropical trees could grow for almost a millennia, but the unpredictable dynamics of a natural forest ecosystem allows only a few isolated lucky specimens to live that long.  Other large tropical trees succumb to windthrow, disease, aggressive lianas, etc. 

 

 The same fate befalls old growth giants in the eastern half of the U.S.  We generally consider the sequoia and redwoods of California to be the nation’s oldest trees, but their longevity (2500-3500 years) is dwarfed by the bristlecone pines growing at the tree line in the White Mountains along the California/Nevada border.  They are still alive,  
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although barely growing, after 5,000 years.  Eastern species cannot match those ages because today virtually all the big old giants have been harvested or eliminated by hurricanes and ice storms.  Surprisingly, there are 1,700- to 2,000-year old bald cypresses still growing on the banks of the Black River in North Carolina.  They have survived because most are so hollow and crooked that they have not been worth cutting for lumber.  The same applies to 1,000-year-old gnarled junipers growing on rocky outcrops along the Appalachians, or to similarly aged white cedars in Ontario where dendrochronologists
∗
 have discovered an unbroken tree ring sequence of about 3,000 years from their well-preserved dead tree trunks.  

 

 As all tree growth—tropical and temperate—is affected by soil moisture, tree ring analysis cannot only spot past forest fires from burn scars buried deep within a tree trunk, but with extraordinary precision can also record local droughts.  For example, the Dust Bowl of the 1930’s, according to tree ring evidence, produced the greatest drought recorded in the U.S.  However, as tree ring sequences are being pushed back steadily in time, two earlier droughts may have been worse with little or no rainfall for five years or more.  There is some evidence that one such drought may have caused the earliest English colony on Roanoke Island, Virginia to disappear shortly after it was founded in 1585. 

 

 So much can be learned of past events by analyzing tree rings that it behooves us all to sustain the living “oldies.”  Every day they grow they are silently recording what is happening around them; thus the longer they live, the more enduring their record.  That is what I like about trees.  Not only are they so aesthetically pleasing, but unlike many motile biological organisms, you don’t have to chase them.  Trees wait patiently in one spot—and are readily available to share their record of past events with us. 

 

David Challinor 
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 Those who study the system of dating trees using the characteristic patterns of annual growth rings of 

trees to assign dates to timber. 


